
Jefferson’s Response to International Problems 

     Fresh from the triumph of the Louisiana Purchase, Jefferson scored a major victory over the 

Federalist Charles Cotesworth Pinckney in the presidential election of 1804, garnering 162 electoral 

votes to Pinckney’s 14. Jefferson’s shrewd wooing of moderate Federalists had been so successful that 

the remaining Federalists dwindled to a highly principled but sectional group, unable to attract voters 

outside of its home base in New England. Jefferson’s Louisiana success was not repeated, however, and 

few other consequences of the ongoing struggle between Britain and France were so easy to solve.  

Problems with Neutral Rights 

     In his first inaugural address in 1801, Jefferson had announced a foreign policy of “peace, commerce, 

and honest friendship with all nations, entangling alliances with none.” This was a difficult policy to 

pursue after 1803, when the Napoleonic Wars resumed. By 1805, Napoleon had conquered most of 

Europe, but Britain, the victor at the great naval battle of Trafalgar, controlled the seas. The United 

States, trying to profit from trade with both countries, was caught in the middle. The British did not look 

kindly as their former colonists tried to evade their blockade of the French by claiming neutrality. 

Beginning in 1805, the British targeted the American reexport trade between the French West Indies 

and France by seizing American ships that were bringing French West Indian goods to Europe. Angry 

Americans viewed these seizures as violations of their rights as shippers of a neutral nation (neutral 

rights).  

      An even more contentious issue arose from the substantial desertion rate of British sailors. Many 

deserters promptly signed up on American ships, where they drew better pay and sometimes obtained 

false naturalization papers as well. The numbers involved were large: as many as a quarter of the 

100,000 seamen on American ships were British. Soon the British were stopping American merchant 

vessels and removing any man they believed to be British, regardless of his papers. The British refusal to 

recognize genuine naturalization papers (on the principle “once a British subject, always a British 

subject”) was particularly insulting to the new American sense of nationhood.  

     At least 6,000 innocent American citizens suffered forced impressment into the British navy from 

1803 to 1812. In 1807, impressment turned bloody when the British ship Leopard stopped the American 

ship Chesapeake in American territorial waters and demanded to search for deserters. When the 

American captain refused, the Leopard opened fire, killing three men, wounding eighteen, and removing 

four deserters (three with American 

naturalization papers) from the damaged 

ship. An indignant public protested British 

interference and the death of innocent 

sailors. 

The Embargo Act  

     Fully aware that commerce was 

essential to the new nation, Jefferson was determined to insist on America’s right as a neutral nation to 

ship goods to Europe. He first tried diplomatic protests, then negotiations, and finally threats, all to no 

avail. In 1806, Congress passed the Non-Importation Act, hoping that a boycott of British goods, which 

had worked so well during the Revolutionary War, would be effective once again. It was not. Finally, in 



desperation, Jefferson imposed the Embargo Act in December 1807. This act forbade American ships 

from sailing to any foreign port, thereby cutting off all exports as well as imports. The intent of the act 

was to force both Britain and France to recognize neutral rights by depriving them of American shipped 

raw materials.  

     But the results were a disaster for American trade. The commerce of the new nation, which Jefferson 

himself had done so much to promote, came to a standstill. Exports fell from $108 million in 1807 to $22 

million in 1808, and the nation was driven into a deep depression. There was widespread evasion of the 

embargo. A remarkable number of ships in the coastal trade found themselves “blown off course” to the 

West Indies or Canada. Other ships 

simply left port illegally. Smuggling 

flourished. Pointing out that the 

American navy’s weakness was due 

largely to the deep cuts Jefferson had 

inflicted on it, the Federalists sprang to 

life with a campaign of outspoken 

opposition to Jefferson’s policy, and 

they found a ready audience in New 

England, the area hardest hit by the 

embargo.  

Madison and the Failure of 

“Peaceable Coercion”  

     In this troubled atmosphere, Jefferson despondently ended his second term, acknowledging the 

failure of what he called “peaceable coercion.” He was followed in office by his friend and colleague 

James Madison of Virginia. Although Madison defeated the Federalist candidate—again Charles 

Cotesworth Pinckney—by 122 electoral votes to 47, 

Pinckney’s share of the votes was three times what it had 

been in 1804.  

     Ironically, the Embargo Act had almost no effect on its 

intended victims. The French used the embargo as a 

pretext for seizing American ships, claiming they must be 

British ships in disguise. The British, in the absence of 

American competition, developed new markets for their 

goods in South America. And at home, as John Randolph 

sarcastically remarked, the embargo was attempting “to 

cure corns by cutting off the toes.” In March 1809, 

Congress admitted failure, and the Embargo Act was 

repealed. But the struggle to remain neutral in the confrontation between the European giants 

continued. The next two years saw passage of several acts—among them the Non-Intercourse Act of 

1809 and Macon’s Bill Number 2 in 1810—that unsuccessfully attempted to prohibit trade with Britain 

and France unless they ceased their hostile treatment of U.S. shipping. Frustration with the 

ineffectiveness of government policy mounted.  

 


